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AFUM still annoyed
by Edward Manzi
Staff writer
The battle between the Association
of Independent Professionals and the
Associated Faculty of the University of
Marie continues over AIP's unwill-
ingness to make a financial contribu-
tion to AFUM for its representation.
"The Association
 of Independent
Prokssionals are faculty and profes-
sional staff who choose not to join a
union because we believe .Fe should
be free to choose our own organiza-
tions and causes," said a letter by
Dave Baxter, co-chairman of AIP.
Baxter said federal and state labor
laws require the university and the
union to determine the conditions of
employment for all members of a
particular bargaining unit.
Baxter said," I am forced to accept
the inicri's negotiations for my
contract. I have no choice but to
accept
settled" 
e union hasthe contract 
Representativ
with AIP. T
Maine
AIP to
con
of AFUM are angry
y say the University of
Relations Act requires
e some type of financial
ution to the union or an
educational fund.
The Maine Teachers Association
has filed suit against) members of
AIP fcr non-payment of union dues.
Both AFUM and AIP agree that the
case soil be in cot—Fe-Tor several years.
Jercme Nadelhaft, UMO chapter
president of AFUM, said the union
provides faculty two alternatives if
they choose not to join the union
"They can pay a representation fee
that equals 95 percent of the cost of
dues, or they can pay an amount equal
to the dues to an educational fund,"
he said. The fund is controlled by the
university and the union, he said.
Charles Major, chief negotiator for
the daily
vol.91 no. 20
th union opponents
AFUM said, "They (AIP) are evading
theiresponsibility under the contract
with the university. They want to
freeload."
He said, "There is no choice in the
matter to us or them. Under the law,
we have to represent them."
Fcr the union to obtain its goals, he
said. Individual flexibility and sacri-
fices have to be made . "
Edvard Huff, a member of Alp.
saidar representation fee is too highbecause "the money is not used in thebest way."
He said 58 percent of the fee goes to
the Maine Teachers Association and27 lent to the National Education
Association.
'1 don't want to support an
orgaization whose philbsophy is
against mine---especially the NEA. Idon't think I should—have ,to....pay the
union for the privilege of working at
the iniversity."
Baxter said he believes he could
aine
am
represent himself better without the
union. "I don't want them represent-
ing me," he said. "Their representa-
tion has cost me money. I had to wait
one year before I received my eight
percent raise. Because of this. I lost
the interest that would have accumu-
lated in the bank if I had the money
earlier. The union doesn't btnefit
me."
Baxter said a provision of the recent
co-ntract settlement with the Univer-
sity Professional Staff Association
called for a referendum to be
conducted by the Maine LOor Rela-
tions Board to determine 'bether or
not cornpulsorY contributions would be
part of employment at the,uniyersilf.'
He said the results, indicated a
majority of professionals choose not to
have ccrnpulsory contributions to the
union.
Baxter said he hopes AFUM will
face the same referendum in its next
contract settlement.
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Thursday, Sept.I0, 1982Master poet brings historical Poland toHauckby Ed Manzi American audiences. My poems are aStaff Writer 
memorial testimony to the part of
It seemed like a wise old man of the
ages had been transported forward in
time to Hauck auditorium, and we,
like eager children, tried to grasp what
become, for millionshas
Poland from where I come; they are
linked to history," he said.
Milosz said, "It's been a source of
despair for me that young Americans
lack historical knowledge. To them the
13th century and the 17th are theOf
Czeslaw Milosz, poet and winner of the 1980 Nobel Prize for literature, readhis poetry to, a crowd in Hauck Auditorium Wednesday
photo)
Americans, a lost art form--postry.
Czeslaw Milosz, poet and winner of
the 1980 Nobel prize for literature
recited his, poetry before an audience o
about 350 last night at Hauc
auditokim.
• In an lntertiew before his reading,
Milosz reflected upon his art, his
opinions of young Americans and his
political views on Poland.
"My poetry loses much of its
original power through translation,"
Milosz said, "but I enjoy reading it to
night. (Bill Snow
Milosz said there is strong public
opinion among the Polish people. The
worst thing the Soviet Union could do
would be to try to mold it, he said.
"I believe very few people in Poland
could be convinced of the rationality of
their (Soviet) system," he said. The
church in Poland is a symbol of free
expression in a totalitarian state, he
said.
Milosz was introduced to the
audience by Richard Blanke, associate
professor of history. Blanke said,
"The poetry of Czeslaw Milosz
measures up to the highest literary
standards. He has opened up the
history of Poland."
Milosz was a freedom fighter in
Poland during World War II. He
witnessed the destruction of Warsaw
and the pain of his people at the hands
of the Nazis and later, the Soviets. He
was granted political asylum in 1951
and lived in France for nine years. In
1960, he came to the U.S.
Milosz told the audience he did not
wish to read many poems that
pertained to World War II because "I
don't like to return to that period. It's
too painful."
During a question and answer
period, Milosz was asked by a student,
where do you think poetry in Americais going? Like where do you think it's
at?
Milosz replied with a grin, "I'd
rather not answer that delicate
question." He was refering to the
students dialect, suggesting a trend in
American poetry.
Milosz was asked, "How does it feel
to have won the Nobel prize?" He
answered, "I didn't realize the
spnsequences. In the morning there
were cameramen in my garden hiding
behind trees."
Symposium will discuss
right-to-life amendments
by Deb Davenport
Staff Writer
Making informed choices on
pregnancy, birth control and abortion
will be the focus of two meetings this
week, one of which will also address
abortion rights.
An "Educational Symposium on
Reproductive Rights" is scheduled
Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. at
the Bar Harbor Congregational
Church in Bar Harbor, and on
Wednesday at 4 p.m.
Dr. Caroline Whitbeck of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
will present "New Perspectives on
Personhood and Pregnancy : A
Philosophical Approach to the
Question of Abortion" in 100
English/Math.
The "Educational" symposium,
sponsored by the National
Organization for. Women at Mount
Desert island and the Alliance to
Preserve Reproductive Choice, is
directed at educating people on the
possible threats right-to-life amendents
pose to choices on pregnancy and birth
control, and at approaching questions
on abortion from medical, moral and
religious, and legal viewpoints.
NOW spokeswoman Chris Rusnov
said renewed interest in right-to-life
amendments is one of the main reasons
the "Educational" sysmposium, which
said she hopes it "will make people
more aware of the issues and
consequences of such an amendment"
before the November elections.
— "A lot of politicians are sincerely
concerned that this wouldn't be good
for the Constitution or for women,"
Rusnov said. "But it's hard to tell
where they really stand because they're
keeping it quiet. It's just too touchy an
issue to handle before elections."
Mary Childers, associate director of
Leadership in Educational Equity
Projects at UMO. said the decision to
(see Abortion page 2)
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Campus police computer
now in full operation
by Frank Harding
Staff Writer
Through the UMO Police depart-
ment has had their computer system
for over two years, it's just now
coming into its own, says Gerald Scott.
Crime Prevention Officer for the
U M0131).
"We've been using it all along, of
course, but it's taken this long to build
up all the programs we need," he
said.
It has also taken this long to build
up a data base of files in the
computer's memory said Charles
Chandler, assistant director for ad-
ministrative services at the depart-
ment. Full use of the computer was
also delayed because Mini Systems.
the Orange,N.J. consulting firm hired
to install the system, had performed
similar jobs before, "but this one was
more difficult," Chandler said.
The two computer terminals and
teletypes used by the UMOPD are part
of a larger computer system also used
by the police departments of Bangor,
Orono, Old Town, Brewer and the
Penobscot County Sheriffs Depart-
ment.
Director of Police and Wet}, Alan
Reynolds said that about four years
ago, most of the departments involved
were faced with the problem of aging
teletype systems, the basr means of
communication between km enforce-
ment agencies.
With the hope of obtaining an
area-wide computer system, the six
departments applied to the Law
Enforcement Assistance Achrininstra-
tion for funding. The federal agency
eventually awarded the group a grant
of about $250,000 to purchase a new
system.
Initial cost for UMOPD amounted to
"about $2,500 for rewiring and things
like that," Reynolds said. Now, the
department pays only maintenance
costs which, he said, are "ahnost nil."
Reynolds said the:computer system
has saved the department many
man-hours once required to handle the
large volume of paperwork generates.
Information it once took hours to
compican noWhe had in a matter of
seconds With the computer.
The speed of the.system also saves
Reynolds time inMiit•Atuly routine.
"I used to reatall the reports every  
day," he said, "but now I get a
print-oUt.with 41 the statistics and I
can ask for the -reports I feel I need tó
read." 7,k '
The computer, Is also being used to
help patrol officers prevent crimes.
Scott explained that he can use the
statistical repcirti to decide wherelto
concentrate pittrols. "If )ou find out
that 75 percent. Of all incidents are
happening in, the dorm aleas and 50
percent of those are thefts, then you
can let the patrolmen know that they
should concentrate on- thcse areas."
he said.
Scott also said the computer has
bextr most helpfulo.iu compiling the
monthly Uniform Crime Reports that
are fed into a national law enforce-
Ment computv system. The same
statistics are uctd to send reports to
the FBI and,the Maine State Police.
Reynolds said the computer will be
•even more useful' in tie future.
Programs are being developed which
will be able to give the Fire
Department specific information about
any place onsampus vvhete they may
be called to fight a fire.
"We could W them where the
nearest hydrankkare,'• he said: "Or,
if there's a fire jsi a lab we could find
out if there.o, are any dangerous
chemicals stored there,"
"I think i 11 continue to be a very
important too for us," he said.
Right to life symposium`
(continued from page 1)
invite Whitbeck to speak was not in
response to right-to-life amendments,
btu was "part of an ongoing university
effort to eliminate sex bias and help
faculty integrate women into their
courses." Childers said Whitbeck
chose the topic on which she plans to
speak.
Whitbeck, who has a Ph-.D. in
Philpsophy of Science, is a Research
Fellow al the Center for Policy
Alternatives an4IT and an associate
professor at Massachusetts General
Hospital fi1s4iiite for the health
Pro fessi silk Boston.
"S as been known to speak about
aborti n a way that makes pro- and
anti-áb ion .people feel comfortable
becaus is a philosopher," Childers
said. -
ZrOTOJE101-
fg Agency Liquor
NEWCO MA
MAIN MEET
Store
With any liquor purchaOte you can
buy 2 liter bottles of soda at
99e tax deposit
We also have a large selection of
cold beer, soda, snack foods'
& grocer*.
We also have gasoline
•••
•`.• •••• •a•
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Riding along on the back of dad's bike couldn't be more pleasfhg for this
happy fellow. (Therese Hong photo)
* POLICE BLOTTER *
By Marshall Murphy GannenanclAter to the 'Bangor Mental
Health Institute for obvevation.
A Doberman Ditschee, was reported
to be harassing a map At Somerset
Neal Pickard of Gannet Hall was Hall Tuesday.
found in a cow field near the university The dog was takerrOy the UMOPD
farm wielding a six-foot stick at some to the Qt! Towndog pound. The dog
cows Tuesday. was later Claimed and released to the
Pickard, who was without shoes or a custody of Carol Stoddaritof Stillwater
shirt and was covered with mud, Ave. '
explained that he was on a top secret
mission that was funded by the
Pentagon.
His specific Work dealt with keeping
the cows out of 'the woods and nuclear
waste.
Pickard was transported back to
Staff Writer
Tools valued at $60 were taken from
the Animal Science poultry building
WednescItty. The items included IS
pounds of 12 penny nails, a 16 foot
Stanley metal tape ruler and a pair of
22 inch bolt cutters.
866-2111 or 861
coke spfella
-
25c
• :1'
October only A;:::'''c'tt
with each pizza Ourphased -
you pay only 25e Pee,e,aa 44 Coke
limit one can, per pizza '
,s
offer good Sunday thrill Thurtidn'T only
Stop by and seems
You'll love our 'Prices!
Mill St. Orono
4:41
•
NC
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a
Pleas
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—
World News
'LUXEMBOURG (AP)--AP)--A
Soviet airliner crashed on land-
ing at LuxOnUurg airport Wed-
nesckty night, 'airport officials
reported. No information on
casualties was available im-
mediately.
Tte plane was repotted to be
carrying about 260 people.
Airport officials said the plane
was scheduled to continue on to
Lima. Peru, after the stop in
Luxembourg.
ViASHINGTON (AP)--Pres-
idenial assailant John W.
Hinckley Jr. recently wrote a
--letter asking a woman to help
himgrt a pistol so he could kill
acts Jodie Foster, an FBI
soure said Tuesday night.
lit source, who asked not to
be iientified, said the letter to
an widentified woman in the
Micit.est was intercepted by
psychiatrists at St. Elizabeths,
theDistrict of Columbia mental
holital where- Hinckley is con-
fined.
- letter, which mentioned a
.380caliber pistol. was turned
over to Roger Adelman, the
-
U.S. attorney for the District of
Cokrnbia, according to the
soure. There was no answer
when a reporter telephoned
• Adeknan's home Tuesday
nigit
News Briefs
BCNN, West Germany (A P)--
Charrellor Helmut Schmidt's
Soca! Democrats are waging a
itigcrous campaign against his
°pi:extents despite the likelihood
- that they will vote him out of
offir Friday and block his
denarrl for -national elections
now
'Never in the•history of the
Fedral Republic of Germany
has die formation of a govern-
men been attempted so much
over the heads of the citizens,"
forner Chancellor Willy Brandt,
chaiman of Schmidt's Social
Dern:crane Party, said in a
st aliment.
[knelt was referring to plans
by he conservative Christian
Denrcrats and their new allies,
theliteral Free Democrats, to
oun Schmidt and replace him
with /*knot Kohl, the Christian__
Democratic party leader, in a
, votedf no-confidence Friday in
the Bundestag, the lower house
of Parliament.
RUHMOND, Va. (AP)--Pres-
idert Reagan blamed Demo-
crat for the nation's economic-
woes Wednesday and said the
Nov. 2 elections pose a choice
betsren recovery and "another
econnnic binge like the one that
left us with today's pounding
,natinal hangover."
Th s devastating recessionary
virus-one that many economists
believe started and has con-
tinua:I since 1979--has begun to
show signs of finally running its
come," Reagan said.
In a speech at a rally _for
Repiblican candidates, the
presiient tried to absolve his
adniiistrationr of responsibility
forte recession and the highest
unenployment in more than 40
yeas
WASHINGTON (AP)--The
House, in a move aimed at
getting drunk drivers off the
highways. passed a bill Wed-
nesday offering states incentive
grants if they pass tough
alcohol-traffic laws.
Tfr legislatio passed by
itself. Mcleod, he added he. voice 1,ote.an4.S e_Senate__ _
eiplits--the-STrianS."ind Israelis 4.04 for final passage, cinld estab-
to kat& "sooner than Lebanon lish a three-year, S12.; million
willbe ready for us to" remove grant program to enmity-age /
4-*he Marines. states to set up strict, co-
ordinated drunken-driver con-
trol piugrams.
Vote
Today
WASHINGTON (AP)--Presi-
dent Reagan told Congress
Weckiesday that the Marines
who landed in Beirut hours
earfer will be there "only for a
lirrird period of time." But he
later told reporters traveling
with him on a political trip to
Virginia that the Marines might
stay in Lebanon even after
Syrian and Israeli forces pull
out
Ragan's formal notification
to Ongress that the Marines
hadthnded—required under the
WarPowers Act--said the troops
"NA not engage in combat,"
but Tray "exercise the right of
self-defense and will be
equipped accordingly."
ft said the determination as
to frw long U.S. force's would
renn n will be made by Lebanon
RN
On-Campus Orono students.
Vote in Cornmons at lunch and dinner
BCC students it residents.
Vote in BCC Union 7am-8pm
Off-Campus, Fraternities'l
and Graduate students.
Vote in Memorial Union 8am-5pm
Please support your Student Governm
Take time to vote
A. A. 4. 4p_Aw_ 4 .0-_.•,,a• 4. 4. 4w 4. 4. 4. 4.-4.-WO.4.- AW 4. 4. 4. 
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Time to step down
Could the timing have been any more perfect?
Just when Israel needed a break from the rising
tide of internal dissent, Yom Kippur, the Jewish day
of atonement and quiet intcpspection, brought that
country its much-needed day of peace Monday.
Perhaps it was also a day for the Israelis to see that
the present course of their country needs changing.
Today, Israel is a country divided against its
leader. Though the initial drive into Lebanon.
actually boosted his popularity, Prime Minister
Menachem Begin has since seen his hard-line image
turn against him.
Scenes of bombed-out apartment buildings and
hospitals and the fear of a protracted block-by-block
siege of West Beirut began this trend; the recent
massacres at the Sabra and Shatila refugee camps
have served only to accelerate it.
13egin's staunch refusal to allow an official,
independent inquiry into the killings prompted a
wave of protest within Israel. Over 400,000 people,
fully 10 percent of the country's population,.
gathered in Tel Aviv Saturday to denounce Begin's
position.
Israel hasn't seen this sort of public protest since
Egypt and Syria took a quiet Israel by surprise and
attacked on Yom Kippur in 1973. The shock and
indignation caused by near Military defeat led to the
resignation of Prime Minister Golda Mier and the
popular Defense Minister Moshe Dayan.
Saturday's protest was not directed at a seemingly
weak and unprepared military, but rather at tine of
tile side effects of a strong and overly prepared
Military. •
Ileg-ingstise of the army to back up his demands in
LOanon gave him a cold, hard image. This image
AV furthered by his initial refusal to allow the
investigation of the deaths of over 300 innocent
refugees, even though the Israeli Army has been
aecused of doing nothing to stop the killings.
This strong stance has tarnished Israel's self- ••
professed higher morality, strained relations with the
United States and caused the withdrawal of the
Egyptiantambassador.
While Israel has withstood international
vilification before, Begin has made his countrymen,
believe all the denuciations are his fault, not that of
some latent anti-Semitism.
That Begin can probably survive a vote of no
confidence in the Knesset has little bearing on the
situation--he has damaged the reputation of his
country and given his opponents a flag they can rally
around long after he has left office.
t. Furthermore, given the wide-spread dissent within
'the country,llegin's ability to lead with any
effectiveness must come under suspicion.
Which is why Yom Kippur came at such an
auspicious time. Perhaps in the quiet of his home
Monday, Menachem Begin pondered these facts and
44efune to the realization that it is timeforhim to step
down, perhaps not in disgrace but at least for the
-good of the country he serves.
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Taking the vows
Dear Larry and Meg,
Thanks for inviting me to your
wedding. As usual, I could not
attend and enjoy all the festivi- — -
ties. Fence I've been involved in
this tending world of upper
eduzation, I've found it impos-
sible to make my presence ,c
known at family affairs.
Sometimes family affairs are •
• meaningful to those attending ;.1
don't know this for a fact, of
coinse, since I haven't been to
any family get-togethers in
more than three years. Our
immediate family has had its
first two weddings in this time
asd naturally, I could not make
tlrem.
Q e of my favorite female
cousins got married Dec. 15,
1979. Since this was the first
immediate family wedding, I
decided it would be. no ki,g
occasion, so I didn't go.
Besides, Larry and Meg.
figured studying for my first
round of college final exams
would be more fun than watch-
ing two of my favorite people
trudge down the aisle, _exchange
rings, swap spit and then bolt
for the nearest motel.
The reception wouldn't have
been arly fun either. I despise
seeing all my cousins I haven't
seen 10 years having such a
gala lane together. 
-I would
have been out of place there,
too. I can't stand dancing in
steel-toed boots, and drinking
all tha beer would have killed
me. 
--
Wu two decided to tie the
knot Siturday. That was just
great. I'm, ecstatic that I
couldn't att*d. After all Larry,'
you are one heck oi.a nice guy
and a fine cousin , so what sense
would a make to fly to Chicago -
to see you get locked up?
Ike yet to meet fireball Meg
and, from what I hear, 1 guess I
can wait.— All I've heard ihas-
beai positive things, so I
suppose she's only another 40
sparky, full-of-vim reporter.
Uncle Nat also phoned and
inviled me to the rehearsal
dinrer party for poems and
songs to roast yOu two. He ,
ex famed jnterest In my family.
- ptYerns. I would have loved to
present another one of my
waits, but I found it appropriate.
to dedtne.l'vemissedaHofthe
family weddings, so why ruin
the merage? .
'Maas again, Larry and ••.
Meg, for the invitation. .
Ha When I decide to pia
chains around my ankles, 'you- ,
two will be one of the Mist
invited Chances are I won't be
able to attend this family attan.
1"11 probably have something
better to do.
Best Regards :7.—r
Tom
Ton Burrall is a senipr,'
foretry major, ninor.
in journalism.
Geneva. N.Y.
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A race for all riders
The fifth annual "Tour D'Acadia"
draws 83 riders and majwsthiles
by David R. Walker
"I was looking behind to see where
he was. He was looking ahead. And
we were both sticking it out that far
apart, about a hundred yards
between us. It was like a yo-yo on the
hills. He'd gain distance back
climbing that he'd lost when I
descended."
--Jim_Wohlgemuth, 2nd place
HE RELATI9NSHIP WITH "THE
bicycle must be one of harmony. Energy is
lost when the upper body sways about with
each thrust of the legs. The aim is to channel energy
directly into the legs so the feet spin in perfect circles.
Cadence is kept constant.* spite of hills by the
unhesitated and precise shifting of gears. When it all
comes together the bicycle and body become one as
the racer uses the bike as an extended devekipment of
his or her body.The result is a finesse in bike
handling that is no less than exhilarating to observe.
A good racer seems to defy the eyes and sanity as he
corners at breakneck speeds.
In Europe, thousands line the roads that wind up
and over the mountains and through the small
villages to catch glimpses of the superstars. Bicycle'
racing commands there an audierice and i list of
promoters larger than -any other sport, 4ith the
exception of soccer. As with other sports involving
money and fame, the stakes are high. The riders
descend through the Alps at 50 mph; on curves they
slow only slightly. The grim element is also present.
Illicit pain-killing narcotics allow racers to conlinue
day after day, long after bodies would have
Some, such as the English rider Tommy Simpson
have died from over-exertion.
The stakes weren't so high last Sunday on Mt.
Desert island, but the excitement of bike racing was
in the air. Eighty-three riders turned outfor the fifth
annual "Tour D'Acadia." There were few, it any,
seasoned professionals, but the 25 mile event drew-a-
large number of ostensibly serious bicyclists. The
three top finishers were racers- sanctioned by the
United States Cycling FederationNSCF)., a nation-
Wide-organization that governs The officiating of
sanctioned races, and licenses the racers for
competition.
The "Tour D'Acadia" was not a sanctioned event.
And largely for that reason, the race has grown in
success each year since its conception in 1978. Its
promoters, Bar Harbor Bike Shop owners, Joe and
Al Minutolo, described the event as a festive
celebration during which bike riders from all over ,
Maine converge and enjoy the sport together
(see Bike Racing page 7)
• .., • --•
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Hazaids
of Growing -
Old
More people
are living longer,
but not better \
by Sallie Vallely
HAIR BECLINS TO TURNwhitish silver, skin wrinkles
and the spine carves. The body
performs functions at a-slower rate.
Aging has begun.
Consider the biblical character
Barzillai who befriended King David
in a time of great need. David asked'
the aged Etarzillai many years later to
come to Jerusalem where he would.
see to Barzillai's care. Barzillai
replied,"I am this day four icore
years old: and can I discern between
good and evil? Can I taste what I eat
or drink? Can 1 hear anymore the
voices of singing men and women?
Wherefist, then, should the servant
yet be a burden unto my lord, the
king?:
Barzillai admitted he could not keep
up with changing social custorns. His
taste and hearing was gone. He did
not wantto burden his Wend tee king
and asked instead to return home to
die among the care of his own people.
Brazillai had a place to go. Then, and
up until recent history, the extended
family hadbeen the principle means of
caring for the old. Today, however,
this arrangement has changed dra-
matically.
The reasons are complex. What
follows is but an attempt to touch upon
the prediarnent-of-the---elderly today.
-Finest Burgess, in his book Aging
In Western Societies, writes that
during the industrial revolution the
production of goods was moved
the home to the factory. - • •
implicaticns, were 'enormous on the
Structure.,
meant thieseparation of wort
-from the home. Earlier the family had
seen the unit of producticn as on the
farm Cr on the shop_in..town. Another
aspect of this-change was the great
decrease of owners and entrepre.i
neurs. The shift was from employer to
employee. Instead of operating his
own business, the average person
worked under the supervision of .hg'
employer. It is clear that the
industrial revolution has largely des-
troyed the family as an economic unit
of production."
Burgess also sOtes that the switch
, from rural life to urban life increased
---the-rnovement of the population, also
contributing to the breakdown of the
extended family. The fullforce of that
shift seems to fall on the older...person.
"1He gin no tonter'tount as a matter of
right any moral obligation or economic
support by his children." writes
Burgess.
Carlton Guptill, professor of sociol-
ogy at UMO, said that the population
.4`.in the U.S. over 65 that is dependant
on family or outside organizational
support comprises only about five
percent, of the 25 million Americans
(see Elderly page 8)
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first, are you our sort (kr person?
Do you wear
1 glass eye. _false teeth or a cruic,h.
uhrace or a hook.
Rubber breasts or a rubber crotch.
Stitches to show something's missing?
L-
The Applicant
Miami bawl.
Families inflamed-by violence
Home trubles are conflicts that. grow with time
by Michael Davis
pf
pLATH,. A POET BORN • INWinthrop. Mass., took her own
lute nearly twenty years ago (after a
final outburst of creative energy.) Her
only novel. "The Bell Jar-, had just
been published. And her all-night
writing sessions lead to her post-
humous volumes of poetry.
•'The Bell Jar", largely autobio-
graphical, detailed the crisis of Esther
Greenwood--a college student from
Boston-who is seduced/raped ax.
nineteen years of age. The episode
eft Esther mentally torn between her
affinity for life and her disgust with h.
.  
Start yaw day at tie
!Light , Flatly Buttermilk
Pancakes or
z
The violent tendency is a hams
characteristic. But the problem 'is cno
the rise. There is no evidence wilds
proves that the fanuly is'ess salmi
than it was twenty prays ago_
Spruce Run is a non-prof& stappon
group in Bangor. The organ-amino
provides ctisprk4,sionaseling. Imbed
sbeker referral. _titular akomtm•
(bow (wean do balm own). bejlp
dealWrig Tiewl apneas. • aml
commmily edscalian to victims ,t4
domestic violence. 
- • &-
The associatioo has grown
naemberslip_ Starting in 1973 ailb
hardly nigeme ow staff. Swami's=
-correndifisia baton of admilanaits
with a tumity ..061111ker 24-hour-bot
fine trainees_
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Self-taRght
Hypnosis i
Call /14411-5533
Came' ,Elblatier. a 1975 graduate
firma U11110's Dcsaronest of Hinman
Development who wodis for Spruce
Rua as a bit- ime cooror, says
prosecute. In many states, the
victim's prior acquaintance with the
assagant and sexual, relations with
other men are examined in court.
Spruce Run is funded by the
Department of Human Services and
State funds, the local chapter of the
United Way, membership 40 private
donations. It has served, ptIbple of
Penobscot and Hancock comities for
nine years.
"Ten years ago, there weren't a
who r iot of books written about
abusedwomen," Huntlevadds. "One
of the first was Battered Wives by Del 
Martin (Glide Publicatkins,-1916).
Martin explains: While FBI statistics
indicate the incidence of rape in-
creased 931/2 in the 1960's, the rate of
marital violence was three times as
high by 1973. Regardless,4 the
family's economic or social -status,
wife-battery continues.
Spruce Run kelps vietkos of domes.
tic violence and women in crisis to
explore other options and take
chargeof their own lives. Abuse is. as
one trained volunteer „notes, the
maltreatment of one person by
another. It can include neglect. Of
mental, physical, emotional and sexual
violation.
Sue Bradley. a staff counselor who
handles public referrals to area
services, says alcohol is involved in
do rnestic violence . But it is usually an
excuse, not -the---cause, of farrily
treables. "Alcohol is not the
catud-factor. We get calls from
battered women whose husbands_ have
been rehabilitated from alcohol, she
says. -And the man stil beats her.
even thosgh he's as dry as a bone."
• - Occasionally, women murder their
spouses because they see Fro other
alternative answer. "AM ma, of
them choose suicide." Braley • .
"There's a lot Ot helplessness and
isoiatim that she's experiencing.; He
might say. 'You're so stupil, you can't
go grocery shopping by youself.' Or
• Don't see your mom or girlfriends so
muds."'
they mimed 391 crisis phone cals ii . ,
ii She predicts &any more at the "marital rape... the -
,rear'S dose.
"At ills pan. we received 370
mils throng* die hot-. And we've
got 
 NOM —.1110111d1S to go.
Hinalley says. "1 predict about 450
cal' by the end of the year.
"We count families. k could be an
individeal too the hoe) or it could be a
mother with her -kids.- The calls are
mostly from battered-Paulen and
women in crisis(battered by a member
of the family or a live-in boyfriend.)"
No records exist of how many
incoming calls are from the Orono area
because "the caller may not say they
were students at UMO." she says.
"But I think we do get calls from
Iiiidents Who ink she's -letting hit by
Iterbayfriend. AS well as calls about
marital rape. which may not be talked
about much. seeneris goes:
'After he beats me up. be wants to
have sex." 
--
Rape has a low comiction sate. only
16 percent. Acquaintance and marital
rapes ase the most difficult to
;V.1* "1111111.:1111Wilrilts'11116,. 
..ams
scenerio goes: 'After
he beats me up, he
wants to have
lhe issue- is one of "absolute
control" of the woman by her
husband. Bradley says. Physically,
men are stronger than asamen.
Tenorism is one method of achieving
dominance. "We get some cases of
men beaten by women (through the
Ootine). Husband battering IS - not a
topic vietalk about clot. .She may, hr
the early phase of his strung her, hit
him in retaliation. And then, he beats
her to the ground."
(see Family Sires; page al
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Bike racing on Mt. Desert Island
4-
Above: shaven legs and black cleated
shoes distinguished the serious racers.
Right: Jim Wohlgemuth, second place
finisher climbs a hill. Below: The pack
of riders ride down Main St., Bar
Harbor.
(continued from page one)
NLIKE THE MAJORITY OF BICYCLE
races in southern New England, the Tour
- D'Acadia attracts riders from every station
along the continuum of bicycle racing expertise.
Instead of the categorized and segmented system in
which "senior one and two's" race separately from
the younger "junior" class riders, the novice and
expert roll away from the pier in downtown Bar
Harbor together.
It was obvious Sunday who were the serious
competitors, skin tight, stretch nylons, shorts and
jersies, and cleanly shaven legs distinguished those
out to win from those out to enjoy. The riders shave
their legs because it's "easier to care for scrapes
(from a crash) and it's better for massages," said
eventual winner Mike Gilfilian.
. -
Gilfilian exemplifies the dedicated bicycle raker.
Although a pharmacist working 55 hours a week,
Gilfilian said he trains in the early months of the
racing season 350 miles every week. "That's basically
all I do, work and ride." But he also races. Traveling
"around 600 miles" for each,event, Gilfilian
averages a race at least every othe?-weekend. "Most
of the races are in New Hampshire, Vermont and
Massachusetts," he said.
Photos by
David R. Walker
mexican restaurant
• Visit us at our new Close to Campus
•location at the intersection of
College Avenue &
• Stillwater*venue
Look For The Bright Orange Awning
• • • • • • •
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In fact, none of the three top finishers in the tour
were technically supposed to be racing on Sunday.
According to USCF- rules, no sanctioned rider is
permitted to ride in an unsanctioned event: yet, if a
racer wants to remain competitive, he or she must
race regularly. The expense and logistics of doing so
is, however, prohibitive for most racers in Maine. At
• the risk of a 30 day suspension from racing, second
place finisher Jim Wohlgemuth of Old Town felt the
.,race was worth riding. "There's just not enough
rac-es for me to go in. I would enter thetsanctioned
races if they were in Maine."
Wohlgemuth said he has spent the entire summer
racing, and has placed in some of the largest events
such as the Fitchburg Criterium in Fitchburg, Mass.
at which five to 10 thousand spectators are not
unusual. He -sees bike racing as a sport with great
potential in America. It has grown tremendously here
in the last ten years. As in Europe, most bike racers
are sponsored by a company. In return for wearing
the sponsor's name emblazoned on one's black
shorts and colorful jerseys as well as often riding a
bicycle made by the sponsor, the racer receives
equipment, travel money and often a small salary.
Even the so-called department store bicycle
manufacturers such as AMF and Huffy are now
sponsoring bike racing teams.
facts" none of the three
top finishers in the tour
were technically supposed
to be racing."
•
Perhaps the greatest boost for the image of U.S.
bicycle racing was delivered when the American rider
George Mount placed sixth in the 1976 Olympic road
race. American riders have been, in the last five
years, making inroads into the European bike racing
scene. Greg LeMond, as alUnior rider (16-18 years
old) amazed Amercan bike racers by winning the
Junior World Championship road race. He is now a
competitive professional racer in Europe.
Yet all of this was inconsequential to the majority
of riders in Bar Harbor on Sunday. From UMO, Fiji
Fraternity, Ken Jagolta and Brad Gould rode
"about three times a week, from 15 to 30 miles each
ride" to train for the tour. Gould expected before the
race began that the "USCF sanctioned riders would
quickly break away from the rest of the slower
riders." But Gould finished the race only seven min-
utes, 24 seconds behind the Gilfilian's winning time
of 58 minutes, 16 seconds. His place was ninth.
Jagolta was 24th with a time of one hour, 11 minutes
Also from UMO, junior computer science major
Paul Dick placed sixth, with Gould seconds behind
him.
'PLANT.
SALE
October 1 & 2 9:00-4:00
Put some life in your room!
Houseplants of all kinds
Foliage to
Blooming
Roger Clapp's Green House
University of Maine at Orono.'
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The elderly: victims of modernization
(continued from page one)
over 65. Nevertheless, that fivepercent is* against a lot. Becauseboth aduks in a household work, thereis often nci time to take care of the old.
KarenShirley, social service admin-istratar at the Orono Nursing Home,
said, "Obviously if these patients (atthe OtonoNursing Home) had a familythat cared or who were able to care forthem, they would not be here. Our
society has changed so much in thepast 10 15 years. Most women work
outside the home, The structure of theAmerican family is one of mobility andthese people need one of stability. not
mobility."
According to Shirley, the elderlypopulation (72 patients) at OronoNursing lime range from those who
can do nothing for themselves topatients who ure .relatively indepen-dam and require minimal supervision.
"I don't see ourselves as sup-planting families. We assist families
and sometimes become a family for
someone who doesn't base one.
Nursing homes are a needed functionin the community. Peopk end up in
nursing homes not so much because
they can't take care of themselves, butbecause they become socially isolated,
therefore becoming confused anddisorient. This is simply because
they see no need for living. We try to
put an emphasis on living andindependance as much as possible.
Not everybody's primary need in
nursing homes is nursing car, a lot ofit is socialization."
What the preceding point brings us
to is if people will be living until 100;
should we net increase the level of
productivity- the number of work
years? The federal government
mandatory retirement age is set at 70
and within the private sector it is left
When family stress
turns to violence
Often in domestic violence,
F,ociety's double standards infiltrate
the battle between the sexes.
When men batter their wives, she
says, most women report they believe
the beatings were sOmehow her fault.
But when a women attacks her
husband, he calls Spruce Run claim-
ing "My wife is sick. She needs
help."
Once, the teacher of home violence
had few tools to work with. State
legislations were scant on the subject.
There were hardly any books to
examine. And professicnals-which
included legal. medical and social
workers-had barely tackled the enig-
ma as late a 1960. Today, people are
talking about violence in the home.
45' Channels to do so are opening.
pregnant women
are at the greatest
risk of spouse abuse
UMO's Department of Human Dev-
elopment offers a new cou-se empha-
sizing the growth of aggressive
behaviour in families. The premise of
Seminar in Domestic Violence (CF
104) is straight-forward: Although
families normally begin as happy and
satisfying relationships. many become
inflamed with conflict over time.
(Continued from page six)
"The most important thing about
affectimate behavior and violentbehavia," says its instructor Robert
Milardo. assistant professor. "is thatboth things happen in the same
setting. It's a paradox."
Society has always been soiled by
violence, as is documented by fables
and history. The Bible notes that Cain
murdered Abel, his brother, becauseGod preferred Abel's offering to his
own. The game of football, to make a
trartsitixi to sports. can be seen as
weekly gladiator matches.
lir business of "being human"(condtrting close relationships with
oneanother) is a difficult one, Milardo
says. People who abuse their spouses
are not sick. More often than not,
they're under pressure. "The families
coukt be under stress because of lack
of a job, lack of 'understanding childdevelopment. And a new mother,
perhaps confused, may have no one to
talk to.
Regnant women are at the greatest
riskof spouse abuse. Their husbands
are (*ten frustrated at this time. The
men have to think of their wives as
soon-to-be-mothers, as they fill the
role ofbeing an adequate provider andfather, he says.
"There is no place for wife battering
or date battering in human relation-
. ships. Assault is assault. We think ofit as criminal when it occurs among
strangers."
bettiVitrzklik
"Current indications are that the world is bent on going to hell ina hand cart, and that is probably what it wilt do."
Gordon Rattray 'Taylor
'Confident articles on the future seem to me. intellectually, themost disreputable of all forms of public utterance.-
Kenneth Clark
-
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sugsested
up to the individual business firms. due to strict regulations br benefits.
"Here we face two counter pictures, "Medicaid is what male. most of
one of which is the idealistic dream the nursing homes function. They
that a person has worked hard all their depend on it and make miions on it.life, work is terrible, I deserve to The problem is one way to collect
relax. Then we have a lot of people Medicaid to go into a nursing home.
who want to work longer. Now our Take a person who is 85. In order' to
chances of living to 80 are very good so collect Medicaid, you have to be orthat means that we are going to have—Social Security and make less thar
an awful long retirement. What does-
 -S184 a month; you have to Ix
a person do with a 20 year retire=—medic-ally needy. You can't havt.
ment," Guptill said.
Guptill said in the private sector
businesses tend to like early retire-
young people better traird with
in
 
themselves into nursing homes as ament because they casn lung
modern, techniques; businesses can 
,ymeaartter ofnecessity. In a matter of a
paying S2.000 a month for care in
people than trying to train the 
automate more quickly wih young the nursing home your rnoney from
the saleof the house will be gone then
you would qualify for Medicaid.-,
G"uPtWeM'resapidrabably on the 'verge of
seeing the life span inaease. Life
expectancy at 651SITOT rn aciihett er in
1980 than it was in 1900-i yod can
make it to 65 your-chance of survival
has been imprOved. Life expectancy
-in 1900 was 14s than 50, now it's
nearly 70 for mn and neatly 77 for
females but that komes because we've
cut out all the 'childhood diseases,infant mortality has improved, and wehave improved our diets and life-
styles," Guptill said.
New dance studio
opens in Old Town
ones. Also, early retirement lops off
the top people that are generally being
paid the highest wages.
Our social security system is also in
big trouble. Social .security was
conceived as a supplement to a
person's savings. It now has become
the sole support in many cases. As
people are living longer and less
people are being born there are less
people to support the System. Many
elderly people don't have much money
to live on and depend on Medicaid
which makes things very complicated
lInspace, a new dance studio, will
open its fall season at 22 Main St., Old
Town. The studio is located on the
seccnd floor of the former Day's
Jewelry Store. Classes and dance
performances, as well as other visual
art and music concerts will be
feaured. Ann Ross and Cid Dyjak,
movement specialists and dancers,
will be artists-in-residence.
Ann and Cid have taught -children
and adult classes and workshops in
modan dance technique, creative
movement, improvisation, and voice
and theatre throughout Maine and
Ma.g. They have worked in public
and private elementary schoos and
have performed or facilitated work-
shops in high schools, universities,
S2,000 in a bank account. Say you sell
your house and get S20,00:). In order
to get benefits people 'often check
andgudios. They have also perform-
ed ten- own choreography and have
worked with musicians and other
visual artists developing dances.
Formerly of Sedgwick, Me., and
associated with the Evelyn de La Tour
Dance Center of Sedgwick, the
wading team is happy to be in theOld Town area and welcomes movers
of al ages and experiences. Classesfor fie fall session begin Monday.Sept 20. Included will be Beginning
and Intermediate Modern DanceTectrique, Dancercise, Improvisa-tion.and Creative Movement Classesfor children from age's five throughtwelve. For registration and furtherinformation please stop by the studioor call 827-5055.
Political drama
at Newman Center
The war in El Salvador may be on
the back burner right now as far as the
six o'clock news is concerned, but it is
very much on the minds of mime artists
Peter Gould and Steven Stearns.The mime duo from Brattleboro,
Vt., will perform an original play
called, "Jesus, A peasant of ElSalvador", Thursday night at 7 p.m. at
the Newman Center.
Gould and Stearns describe the
performance as a "dramatic play based
on the the recent events in that strife-
torn country." They call their art
mime, but also say it's Tull of narrative
and historical documentation, with
some dialogue.
Jesus (pronounced Hay-soos), afictional peasant who might be anypeasant in El Salvador, is portrayed byGould. In the play, Jesus is unwillinglydrawn into a chain of political events
that lead to his death. Stearns assumes
the roles ot tne many people Jesus
meets during the play: farm manager,
son, military official, neighbors.
Gould and Stearns invite audienceparticipation, said David McCauley,Field Secretary of the AmericanFriends Service Committee in Vt. He
said the play is adapted, to each
audience.
McCauley said there are many
moving moments during the
Performance: "Jesus" encounters with
the military when searching for his
'missing' daughter, the almostpalpable swelling of the Spirit as Jesus
carries palm fronds to the funeral ofthe slain Archbishop Romero."
Gould and Stearns have performedtogether and separately at schools,theaters, and churches throughoutNew England. Thursday night'sperformance is sponsored jointly bg,the Bangor Area Central AmericanSolidarity Committee and severalBangor
-Orono area churches, clergy,and laity.
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„Response
EQUAL TIME
he ilirtn;, (.amplIN welcomes letter, to the editor. Letters houldbrief OE ord. or less) and metude a name and telephone number.
Name.. se, ill besssihhdd onl!, under special circumstances
"Anom,mous— and open letters, although
ssekome. not he puhly-hed.
the Mame Campus
rest.tses the
• 
L. 
rig441 to
'edit letters
So it's theft
To the editor:
In response to Doug
Wood's letter in the ,,Sept. 29
edition of the Campus:
Theft? You bet. What's
v.Tong with theft? Let me give
credit to those who truly.
deserve it.
First, the name of my radio
show is "The Decline of the
West". This is stolen from two
sourozs, the first being the book
of the same name written by
Spengler, the second being the
Spheeris movie which you men-
tioned. k is true that I had the
show before the record (sound-
track from the Spheeris movie)
was released!
The Claude Bessy quote is
stolen as well, although im-
proved and reworded the way I
warted it Thus I gave him no
credit
No draft?
To the editor:
Hell no! I won't go!
Go where, you ask, there is
no draft.
No, not today, and who can
say?
Steve Barkan, professor of
sociology can. He will be
giving an update on the
present state of the draft
Wednesday Oct. 6 at 12 noon
in the FFA room over at the
Memorial Onion--er--I mean
Memorial Union. (Sorry about
that folks). Come armed.
With queStrons.
Peter Brown
Bangor
Fnally, I must give credit to
Mr. VVood himself. Way to go-
you gct me. I love controversy
but 1 lute writing these letters.
So, toall of your delights, this
is the final letter from me,
almost
When things get boring again
in the Editorials it'll be nice to
stir up trouble again.
Ceci Strange
Orono
Senate not
House
To the editor:
I would like to clarify any
confusion people may be
experiencing concerning the
local Democratic
candidates 'running for
State House and Senate
seats.
When the Maine Campus
printed a letter concerning
the University Democrats
on Sept. 15,_a few phrase,s
of sentences were omitted.
Prof. Ken Hayes is a
candidate for the State
Senate seat in District 26.
He is not running for the
House seat as printed.
Nancy Whitman of
Orono is the Democratic
candidate for the State
Representative to the
Legislature in District 77.
Thank you.
BLOOM COUNTY
DAVI VPL (R.,
I CAN'T 51,fiii
CEO !„ WHF5
`.2./
Kathy Ruth
University Democrats
Treasurer
1r5 AU-100 Wt51-1Y-WA5HY TO
XX Wf14. IS IT NOT14INEME55?
HEAVEN ? 1146 HINOt/5 LIEW
THE INT...U.60k (-ENC. OF ONE'S
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Reflections on responsibility
To the editor;
This is not a response to any
recent article published in the
Maine Campus. It is, rather, a
personal reflection of my
experiences, and attitude
towards the University of
Maine, on the Orono campus.
For years I have been
familiar with UMO due to my
father living in this area. It
was not my decision alone to
come here; my father
encouraged the idea. I did
want to go to college, and
because he is UMO alumni, he
recommended I come here.
Before arriving to begin my
life as an independent, and
before thrusting myself into a
situation I really knew nothing
about, although I thought I
did, I prided myself on being
totally prepared for all aspects
of campus life. I was indeed
wrong.
As an incoming freshman, I
was not fully aware of what
preparations I needed to make
ahead of time. Sure, I needed
plenty of shampoo,
toothpaste, a towel or two,
bedding, and maybe an iron;
not to mention the basic
necessities such as clothes and
an alarm clock.
But what I neglected to also
consid-erwas lineededmoney
too. All summer long I worked
two jobs each week telling
myself I was going to put away
at least two-thirds of my
earnings. I didn't. Instead, I
went out each night with my
hometown friends and blew it
all on gas, and who knows
what else.
I kept telling myself each
week when I picked up my
paychecks, that I have to buy
this and that for college. I
blew all my money (and have
little to show for it), and came
to school with barely fifty
dollars to my name. Now does
that sound like a kid serious
about going to college? No
ambition.
Now I rely on Daddy, and a
paycheck once every two
weeks that I earn from a job
on campus. It is not the same
as having that money saved,
and there when I need it.
Daddy was willing to help, but
he was disappointed that his
supposed responsible, mature,
and well-organized daughter
had not used her senses and
saved the money that she
promised she would. Sorry,
Dad.
Throughout adolescence, I
was no kid to be proud of, but
as high school drew near,
Hunting is the solution
To the editor:
I am very disturbed over the
controversy surrounding the
recent moose hunt in Maine
and the deer hunt in the
Florida Everglades. Many
people do not understand the
circumstances surrounding the
hunt.
In Maine, as well as in
Florida, an in-depth study was
done on the habitat of moose
and deer.
It was found that, due to
logging in the mOose habitat
and excessive tourism in the
Everglades, the natural
predators of these animals
have been driven out, leading
to a population explosion and
--hence, overgrazing of the
—land. 
There are some areas in
Maine where there is no
foliage below nine feet.
Since there is no foliage on
the trees, there is no feeding
material during the winter
when the ground is covered
with snow. Many strong
animals end up dying from
starvation. This could lead to
a drastic drop in the herd and
loss of prime breeders.
The purposes of the hunts
were to lower the population
so many more will not die in
the winter when food is scarce.
If one remembers from
television and looks of the
deer in Florida, they were
malnourished, many were
dying of starvation and were
carrying diseases, a major
hazard to any population.
In Maine, some moose carry
a parasitic worm that can be
transmitted to other m. • se. It
invades the brain . a kills
them by causing th to go
literally crazy. They at their
brains in, so of an
uncontrollable str ide.
by Berke Brea
NOW
I GAN RAL
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Daddy's little girl was turning
into a responsible and mature
adult. Well, as college
-approached, I regressed.
Maybe next year I will be a lot
smarter now that I know what
to expect, and realize I do not
want to go through this whole
experience again. Next year I
will grow up.
As a whole, I like college
life, co-ed dorms; I don't
particularly like the cafeteria
food, but it can't all be bliss.
The adjustment period for a
new-comer like me gets tough
sometimes, especially because
it is compounded with
loneliness. Who says you can't
get lonely with 10 thousand
people around all the time? I
don't.
It will take a little time, but I
will get over the longing for
my old friends, and the
security of my family.
Ho*fully this stage will pass
quickly, and I can begin
exerting myself in all aspects
of campus life, and stop
secluding myself in my room
all the time. I think I drive my
roommate nuts. She's a
sophomore.
Deborah M. Howe
Dunn Hall
The' hunt is used to keep all
these problems in check.
Usually, the natural predators
do the job, but there aren't
any out there.
Let's face it, we., the
humans are hunters; we kill
for food. These moose and
deer yield quite a bit of meat,
enough to keep the butcher's
bill down.
In conclusion, the
conservationists will bring a
referendum up to vote on.
They say the hunts are
senseless and not necessary.
Bull.
These animals are starving.
The only way to help them is
to let the strongest survive. It
is the way of nature.
• Another argument of
SMOOSA (the name of the
conservationists) is too many
are shot and there are not
enough officials overseeing the
hunt. Not true.
The alloted number of
animals to be shot is the result
of extensive research.
The entire Fish and Game
Department is involved atid.,ail
are highly trained
professionals.
I urge all of you concerned
about the welfare of these
animals to support these
hunts. It is vital to the
environmental balance of the
state that we live and/or go to
school in.
Sincerely,
Mark Murphy
Old Town
•-•
•••
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Sports
Rich Garven
Here and there...
PACKAGING: That's why the
NFL Players Association went on
strike last week. The NFLPA
wants $1.6 billion from the
owners over the next four years,
the owners say they'll give the
players the $1.6 billion--except
over five years. The owners have
agreed to guarantee the money,
something they weren't willing to
do last week. Now, if the players
would only give in a little...
JUST FOR THE RECORD: It
looks like the Red Sox will end up
in third place in the American
League East, about seven games
out of first. All I've been hearing
is how the Sox blew it down the
stretch--again. What few people
remember is that back in April
this team was picked to finish
sixth in the division, only the
woeful Toronto Blue Jays were
expected to be worse. With a
strong bullpen and the ability to
come from behind to win, the
Sox surprised everyone by staying
in the pennant race until late
August. They are only two
starters away from taking the
flag. Really.
Campus
Crier
Large 1 bedroom apartment with
garage and fireplace. 2 min. walk
from UMO. $335 plus electricty.
Call Youness days 581-2659,
evenings and weekends 866-4766.
Found: TI 30 Calculator and
carrying case in front of Merrill
Hall. Contact Chris Paradis,
Business Manager, Maine
Campus, Lord Hall Basement.
JOBS ON SHIPS! American.
Foreign. No experience required.
Excellent pay. Worldwide travel
Summer job or career. Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. D-1 bos 2049, Port
Angeles, Washington 98362.
RUN FOR THE ROSES: The
college football season is one
quarter through and the race for
the Heisman Trophy has slowed
to a crawl. First the Herschel
Walker Express out of Georgia
was derailed with a broken
thumb, then Jim Kelly, Miami
(Fla.), outstanding quarterback,
separated his shoulder, and last
Saturday, Kelvin Bryant, North
Carolina's injury plagued
tailback, hurt his leg once again.
Coupled with the dismal
performances on national T.V.
by quarterbacks, Dan Marino of
Pitt. (four interceptions vs.
UNC) and John Elway of
Stanford (three interceptions vs.
Ohio State), look for Southern
Methodist's Eric Dickerson to
win the Downtown Athletic
Club's most prized possession.
Dickerson, a 6-2, 215 tailback,
gained over 1,000 yards and
scored 19 touchdowns last year
while splitting time with the
Mustangs other 1,000 yard
gainer, Craig James.
THE PRICE IS RIGHT:
When the Philadelphia 76ers
signed Moses Malone to a six-
year, $13.2 million contract they
got themselves a franchise. They
must have, because in 1980 the
Dallas Maverick's owners shelled
out S13 million to join the NBA.
Celtic followers shouldn't be
conceding the world
championship to the Sixers yet.
With the trading of Darryl
Dawkins and Caldwell Jones and
the loss of Mike Bantom and
Steve Mix to free agency, the
Sixers only have Malone, Julius
Erving and Bobby Jones to play
against the Celtics brickwall of a
front line.
FOOTNOTES: They're still
partying in Evaston after
Northwest6n broke its 34 game
losing streak (a college record)
with a 31-6 win over Northern
Illinois on Saturday... Boston
College is now ranked 16th in the
coaches poll and 18th in the
writers poll. That gives Eastern
schools four teams in the Top 20.
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All females interested
in becoming this years
Homecoming -en
Please pick up applications in
the Student Govt. Office, third floor
of the Memorial Union.
Applications due Thur,sday, Sept. 30th.
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Guesman takes over
reins of golf team
by Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
' Arthur 0. -Gtesman, praessor of
journalism at UMO, has been named
head coach of the men's golf team
taking over the reins from Skip
Chappelle who has expressed interest
in devoting more time to his job as
varsity men's basketball coach.
Guesman, who started
accompanying the team during their
match with Thomas College Sept. 13,
said he is pleased to be named coach of
thelem. "I'm looking forward to it,"
he said. -
Guesman has been filling in as
assistant coach before being offered
the job.
But he is quick to point out that he is
a professor first and coach second. "I
can't change classes just because of the
golf team," he said.
The golf team, whiela is doing very
well this season with a reCord of 14-2,
will be heading to the Essex Country
Club in Manchester, Mass. for the
ECAC Regionals October 7.
Captain Steve Bullard said that
Guesman was a great choice for the
job. "He knows good golfers in this
area and the kids all like him," he said.
Bullard went on to say that although
Chappelle was very interested in the
team and helped them a great deal, he
felt Guesman would be a great
addition. "He (Guesman) has more
Lime to spend with the team because he
doesn't have another team to worry
about," he said.
Guesman, who is the President of
the Herman Golf Association, says the
team has been very consistent this
season pointing to the fact that Maine
was the only team not to have a player
shoot in the 90's in a recent Rhode
Island Invitational in which UMO
finished second.
Guttman had much praise for his
golfers saying, "The team is good this
year but we should be very good next
year." ,
He added that next year he
will be able to devote much of his
attention to the new coaching position
because he will be on sabbatical.
Guesman said he would like to make
an addition of a spring golf season and
maybe a few matches after the current
fall season ends.
The upcoming ECAC tournament
should prove a stern test for the Bears
as they play on a short but tough
Scottish style course that is very windy
and has many rolling hills, and much
hidden trouble.
The team will compete against 21
other schools and hopes to do better
than' their 14th place finish a year ago.
The top two teams will go on to the
ECAC finals with the top eight
individual golfers.
Maine colleges reject CBS offer
BRUNSWICK, Maine (AP)- Two
Maine colleges, with separate football
games scheduled Saturday, have
refused offers from CBS-TV to
reschedule the games until Sunday so
they could be broadcast over national
television.
CBS, which is looking for games to
replace NFL games cancelled because
of the players' strike, offered Bowdoin
and Amherst College of Massachusetts
each $15,000 if they could reschedule
the Brunswick game until Sunday.
The network made the same offer to
Bates, which is playing Middlebury
College of Vermont in Lewiston on
Saturday.
But this is Bowdoin's annual
parents' weekend, and Athletic
Director Sidney J. Watson said the
college decided the schedule should not
be changed.
"It was a decision of the college
president not to change our date from
Saturday to Sunday," he said. "It's
Parents' Weekend and that is a thing
that is promoted for the whole year by
the school."
Booters lose to Colby, 1-0
The Colby College Mules defeated
the UM° soccer team by a score of 1-0
yesterday afternoon in Waterville. The
loss lowers Maine's record to 2-3-1.
WHAT ARE
"FUNF OWERS"?
They're flowers
just for fun. By the
colorful bunch for you to
arrange and enjoy. Put a little
fun in your life. Pick up a bunch
of -FUNFIOWERS" today or any
day this week at a special price that
adds to your fun, too!
Carnations
$3.99 a Doz.
c & c
M• A• Clark
46 Main Street
Downtown,Orono
Express your thoughts with Special
• Peftedered Trademark or Flondt Transworld rkekvery Ascot art,'
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Wait proves beneficial
for Muise, Black Rears
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
For Russell , Muise, a former
standout at Mansfield High in
Massachusetts, playing football
and winniryg is the only thing.
The 1979 graduate is current-
ly in his/ junior year at UMO
and is the starting nose tackle for
the Black Bears football team.
Muise, at 6-1, 238 pounds, just
loves to face opposing centers.
"It's just me against him. I love
to get all keyed up before a
game because then I go ber-
zerk," Muise said.
In 1978, Muise earned All-
Herald and honors for his
outstanding play at offensive
guard and nose tackle.
"I only weighed 145 pounds
as a freshman, but I was up to
220 by the time I graduated,"
Muise said..
While in high school. Muise
also ran track, competing in the
120 high hurdles and throwing
the shot put and discus. "I only
threw the shot - and discus
because of my weight." Muise
said.
Muise -was recruited out of
high school by UMO. ;. He
couldn't play his freshman year
because he was academically
ineligible.
In 1980 Muise injured his
knee which resulted in off
season surgery. In 1981, while .
seeing spot duty, he managed to
receive an M signifying him as a
letterman.
In preseason this past sum-
mer, Muise worked his way into
the starting line-up on defense.
Head Coach Ron Rogerson is
extremely proud of Muise's
progress.
"He has worked extremely
hard to earn the role as our
starting nose man," Rogerson
said. It's hard to believe that a
year ago Russell was nursing a
knee problem and spending the
majority of his time demonstrat-
ing our opponents defense for
our first offense. Russ has shown
great courage and is a very
important member of our
defensive team."
Muise is majoring in broad-
casting, and after graduation
would like to pursue a career
making video discs.
Every football player has a
dream about playing profes-
sional football and Muise is no
different. "Sure, I'd like to play
pro ball, but one has to be
realistic," Muise said.
Russ Muise
Muise is looking forward to an
exciting season of football at
UMO. The Bears are 2-2 with
impressive wins over Howard
University and Lehigh. The
Bears suffered setbacks at the
hands of the University of
Rhode Island last week 58-55 in
six overtimes and to Boston
University Terrier's 48-45 in
four overtimes.
."I really believe we can win
the rest of our games because
this team plays with a great
amount of intensity," Muise
said.
*
HEINEKEN NIGHT
Thursday
vat the Bounty Taverne
ReinblenTOrTust $1.00
Holiday Inn,Main St.,Bangor
......... ..... .., ••• o'
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Hilltop Health Club
Class Registration
Mon. Sept.27- Fri. Oct.1
-C.P.R.
-aerobic dance
- 
self hypnosis
- 
boxing
-women's weight training
-noon time weight training for faculty 8 staff
come to the H.H.C. from 2-11 daily
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DICOUNT
BEVERAGE
7 Oak St. Orono, Me.
866-7711
"More for less, you can
check the rest"
"This is what we carry!
Do the rest.
r.
2
Aass
Amstel
Ballentine Ale 12oz
Ballentine Ale 16oz
Bass Ale
Becks
Beer No Name
" Light
Black Horse
lack Label 12oz
lack Label 16oz
Bud 12 RT
Bud 12 oz
Bud 16 oz
Busch 12 RT
Busch 12 oz
Busch 16 oz
Carta Blanca
Carlsberg
County Club 12 oz
County Club 16 oz
Cold Springs
Coy
lt 45 12 oz
olt 45 16 oz
Dawson
Deikirch
Dos Equis
Dorthmonder
uble Maximus
Erlanger
Fosters
Champale (4)
Fischer
Guinnes Stout
affenreffer
Hansa
Harp (4)
Heineken
Hoffbrau
Iron City
ohn Courage
Kalback
Koff
Krouenburg
Kulmbacher
Labatts
'I
Quarts
rol" 70111
7.80 1.40
4.60 .79
2.70 .47
2.90 .53
5.65 .98
4.90 .83
2.00 .37
2.00 .37
3.35 .58
2.45 .43
2.85 .51
9.75
2.80 .51
3.10 .55
9.05
2.65 .48
2.95 .52
4.70 .80
5.90 1.03
2.80 .51
3.20. .58
5.35 .89
2.85 .51
2.55 .45
3.10 .55
1.99 .37
7.85 1.35
5.30 .93
5.50 .96
9.40 1.59
3.10 .55
1.85
2.85 .73
5.45
3.90 .98
3.15 .55
5.35 .91
3.30 .85
4.55 .77
5.40 .93
2.10 .37
5.85 1.00
4.75 .85
7.85 1.39
4.70 .82
1.30
3.50 .60
Lolland Fosters
Lorimes Scotch Ale
Lowenbrau 7oz (8)
Lowenbrau 12oz
Mackenson Stout (4)
Merrydown Cider
Michelob 7oz (8)
Michelob 12oz
Michelob 12/12
Miller Lite 7oz (84
Miller Lite 12 Rt
Miller Lite 12oz
Miller Lite 16oz
Molson
Moosehead
Naragansett 12oz
Naragansett 16oz
Naragansett 16 RT
Old Mil 12 RT
Old Mil 12oz
Old Mil 14oz
Old Mil 16oz
Pabst 12 RT
Pabst 12oz
Pabst 16oz
Pearl Lite
Peils 12oz
Peils 16 RT
cs 8.99
Pilsner Urquel
Pinkus
Reo-White-Blue
Rignes
Robin Hood
Sam Smith (Pale)
Sam Smith (Taddy)
San Miguel
Schaffer 12oz
Schaffer 16oz
Schlitz 12 RT (14)
Schlitz 12oz
Schlitz 16oz
St. Paull Girl
Tuborg
Whitebread
Wurtzburg
Tsing Tao
PBR-Bud-Schlitz-Miller 1.05
Colt 45 40oz 1.19
32oz .99
Haffenreffer 1.09
acol cm
k
7.80 1.3
9.35 1.5
2.95 .51
3.25 .5
4.25 1.1
3.5
2.20 .3
2.99 .
5.99
2.35 .31
,9.75
2.80
3.10
3.59
3.89
2.45
2.99
2.75
8.10
2.59
2.79
2.89
8.10
2.49
2.69 .5
2.75 .48
2.20 .3
2.50
3.85 .
7.75 1.
2.10 .3
4.90 .8
2.10 .3
9.50 1.5
11.901.
5.60
2.59
2.85
9.75
2.79 .
3.10 .5
5.10 .8
2.65 .4
6.55 1.1
4.60 .79,
4.75 .85
Busch Kegs 29.86 Plus Deposit
•
•
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EDITOR IRENE K. vonHoFFMANN
Vol. III, Issue 5
IDB opens its doors
for new school year
IDB Office Open
Every Day 1-4pm
Except Wednesday
1DB is a board of student government.
set up especially to serve the residence
hall students. Both Student
Government and Residential Life
allocate funds to IDB.
The purpose of 11>B is to coordinate
and assist in the implementation of
programs, policies and activities for
residence hall students. Watch for
announcements of upcoming events.
Officers for this year are:
President - Gordon Ulrickson, York
Hall
Vice-President - Mark Adams, York
Hall
Treasurer - Brian Voisine, 417-B, So.
Main St., Old Town
Secretary - Dorothy Moulton, Cheryl
Preston, 408 Oxford Hall
Committee airs gripes
Say you have no input into decision
and policies of Residential Life? Say
no one listens to your complaints? Say
you want to change the lifestyles in
your hall but you don't know where to
start?
Well, there is a place! The
Residential Life Advisory Committee
acts as an advisory board to the
Director of Residential Life and
reviews all policies, procedures and
lifestyle changes.
Each complex is represented by one
student nominated by the Complex
Board; there is one Resident Assistant,
one Resident Director, two faculty
members on the committee, and the
committee chairpersons are CDs.
Meetings of the committee began
last week. The RLAD Committee will
meet Tuesdays at lunch in the York
Private Dining Room at noon. These
are open meetings, so you are welcome
to come and join the discussion.
One Major topic this year will be the
reallocating of space to better balance
mile and female spaces.
If you have an interest, watch for
information from your complex board,
look for updates on this page, or better
yet, attend the meetings Tuesdays,
noon, York Private Dining Room.
Colloquium, Wednesday, Oct. 6, 4-5:15pm
I00 English /Math
"New Perspectives on/Personhood and
Pregnancy: A Philos.Ophical Approach
to the Question, of Abortion"
presented by Dr. Caroline Whitbeck,
Research Fellow/ Center for Policy
Alternatives, MIT, Associate
Professor, Massachusetts General
Hospital Institute for
Professions, Boston.
Sponsored by the Department of
Philsophy and the Women in
Curriculum and Leadership
Educational Equity Projects.
Talk on sex differences
Traditional and Nontraditional Perspectives on
Women, Lecture I
Wednesday, Oct. 6, 7:30-9:30pm
100 English/Math
"Theories of Sex Difference: A
Discussion of Three Major Motifs in
the Identification and Explanation of
Differences Between the Sexes" by Dr.
Caroline Whitbeck.
Health
The program is sponsored by the
Leadership in Educational Equity and
Women in Curriculum Projects and
the Office of the Vice President for
Acaden* Affairs.
SHOP II program offered
Telephone:
' SHOP 11 Office Hours
Monday - Friday, 8:30-11 am
Hancock Ground Floor
2147, Dave Prichard, Program Coordinator
SHOP 13 is a Life Skills Zrogram to
promote student growl'. Peer
Educators present workshops on as-
sertiveness. postie of positive think-
ing. dealing with ess, interpersonal
relationships.
•
Rooms available
Residential Life currently has females currently living in overcrowds
available a number of spaces in - should consult the following list to see.
selected residence facilities on the which areas-they may be eligible for.Orono campus. Students interested in Interested students should contact thehousing at the Orono campus and appropriate office as soon as possible.
Residence Type of Space Eligibility Contact
'
Colvin Women's Cooperative
1\
Female
Any females including off-campus,
women in mandatory overcrowds and
Orono students at BCC
..
York Complex Office
Estabrooke Hall I
i
- --
• Male
Any male graduate students and
undergraduate males over 20 years old.
Includes off-campus and Orono
. 
students at BCC
York Complex Office
-
.
York Village Apartments
Male
..- Female
Any male or female students from on
or off-campus including Orono
residents at BCC. Freshmen Excluded.
York Complex Office
°
Single-Sex Residences
....,
Androscoggin Hall
Balentine Hall
Hart Hall
Kennebec Hall
_
_.
. Female
.
,
Female
Female
0
Female
.. •
Any female including off-campus,
Orono students at BCC and women
currently living in overcrowds.
.---...
Complex Office: - -
--
Stewart (Andro)
_
,
.
Stodder
.
York
